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It is shown that a graph with IZ vertices and more than II . log, n edges can be 
uniquely reconstructed from its edge-deleted subgraphs. 
We deal with finite undirected graphs without loops and muitiple edges. 
V(G) and E(G) denote the sets of vertices and edges of G, respectively, 
fn 1%X3, LJlam [6] conjectured that a graph with at least three vertices can be 
uniquely (up to isomorphism) reconstructed from its maximal induced 
subgraphs. This conjecture is solved for special classes of graphs only 
(see, e.g., lY31). 
Harary [2] conjectured the weaker hypothesis-that a graph with at least 
four edges can be uniquely reconstructed from its maximal (i.e., edge-delete 
subgraphs. 
In 1972, Lovsisz [4] proved that this hypothesis is true for graphs containing 
more than half of all edges, i.e., for graphs with n vertices and more than 
(a2 - n)/4 edges. 
In this paper we improve this result for graphs with more than n . (iog,n - 1) 
edges. We use the Lovasz method and the concept of defective homomor- 
phism introduced by Hedrlin and investigated by Hell and NeSetM (see, 
e.g., [5lh 
DEFINHTION. Let G = (V(G), E(G)), H = (V(B), E be graphs, 
f : V(G) -+ V(H) a 1-4 mapping. Then f is called a mono hism from G 
to M with defect r if there exist just Y edges {x, y) E E(G) such that 
i J(x), f(Y)) 9 wo 
Obviously, the monomorphism with defect 0 means the 1 homom0rphism 
in the usual sense ({xx, y> E E(G) * (f(x), f( y)> E E(N)). enote the number 
of all monomorphisms from G to H with defect r by (6, a;, D We write 
briefly (6, H> instead of (G, H), . 
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THEOREM. Let G, H be two graphs, E(G) = {e, ,..., e,>, E(H) = (fi ,..., fm> 
and j V(G)] = / V(H)1 = n. A ssumethatG-eigH-fiforeachl<i<mm, 
and m > n * (log, n - 1). Then G s H. 
Proof. We prove the theorem by way of contradiction. Let G, H be such 
graphs and G C$ H, i.e., (G, H) = 0. Denote by -H the complement of H. 
We consider the set of all 1-l mappings from V(G) to V(H). A l-l mapping 
g: V(G) -+ V(H) is said to have the property P(ei), ei E E(G), if g(ei) E E(H). 
Then we can enumerate (G, -H)?, r = 0, l,..., m by the inclusion and 
exclusion principle: 
<G, --H) = Cm, f0 - 1 (X, H) + c W, H) *.. (-PYG, H) 
XCE( G) XCE(G) 
]X/=l [XI=2 
(1) 
<G, + = xc;G) GK H) - xc;G, (’ ; ‘) GC H> ... (-W-‘(“,‘) (G,W. 
jX[=,? IX[=r+l 
Replacing H for G in (1) we have 




<H, +O,, = xc;H) (X ff) - xc;,, (’ ; ‘) W, f0 ... W-(‘I’) <H,fO. 
IXj=r IXi=rfl 
Since the hypothesis on maximal subgraphs assures that G and H have the 
same proper subgraphs [l], the terms in (1) and (2) are equal except the last 
term. So we have, by subtracting (since (G, H) = 0), 
(K -H) - (G, -H) = (-l)“(H, H) 
(% -H), - (G, -H>y = (-l)“-’ (7) (H, H) 
Hence, 
% I(H, -H), - <G, --H), I = <H, f0 . 2”. 
2” < (H, H) * 2” = 2 i(H, -H), - (G, -H), / < 2 * n! < 2 . (n/2)” 
T=O 
and m < 1 + n . (log, n - l), a contradiction. 
EDGE RECONSTRUCTION 
Remark. If we bound n! by Stirling’s formula the improvement is not 
essential. 
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